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Bristol market
gets back on track
UNLIKE MY HALF DOZEN or so predecessors, I managed to choose a very
good year (by luck rather than judgement
perhaps) to be President. As the articles in
this year’s newsletter confirm, 2014 was a
year that started with cautious optimism
and ended with genuine excitement in
some areas.

The city’s two big speculative office
schemes both found blue chip professional tenants prepared to pay record rents – a
reflection of Bristol’s status as the capital of
the South West. Investor confidence, buoyed by
occupier demand from all quarters, has led to
yields not seen since before the recession. The
industrial sector has mopped up virtually all
the top grade space in the sub region together
with much of its secondary space too – again
putting pressure on rents and incentives. And
residential activity has bubbled away nicely all
year, driven in no small part by the buy-to-let
market.
The fact is, that our city is in good shape:
we neatly avoided the property overhang that
blighted Bristol during the previous recession,
while all the accolades received in recent years
as a place to live and do business have played
their part too. Talented people want to live here
(many never leaving the city after graduating)
and ambitious businesses recognise the pool
of talent readily available here – as well as the
benefits of a city driven by an ambitious mayor
and supported by a dynamic LEP.

GLOBAL SPOTLIGHT

All this, and we still have European Green
Capital 2015 to look forward to - a golden
opportunity to put ourselves in the global
spotlight – as well as the undoubted fillip that
rail electrification will bring. Bristol has never
been closer to London, and we stand to derive
significant benefits from that.
So any clouds on the horizon? Certainly
the lack of readily available business space is
exercising many agents: admittedly it is always
hard to please everyone, but we might just have
moved slightly beyond that “Goldilocks” point
where we have a perfect balance of supply and

While 2014 was
a year to celebrate, the levels
of take up have
left concerns
around supply.
By BPAA President Jeremy
Richards.
demand. Any developer or investor considering a regional home for their money really
should be looking to Bristol in 2015 – not least
because our leading sectors (creative, media,
aerospace, professional and financial services,
energy and engineering) are all prospering.

PARKING UNRESOLVED

Ambitious businesses need to be able to
move to exploit growth or new market opportunities: that is currently not as easy as it should
be in a modern, flexible business environment.
Moreover there are understandable concerns
around the number of new home starts – still
painfully below the level needed to meet demand. While many people welcome house price
inflation, living costs must remain competitive
if we are to attract and retain the talented
people we need.
Our concerns over the handling of the City’s
parking policy remain unresolved and so too
wider use of Permitted Development Rights:
poor quality office space should not be replaced
with poor quality housing.
Then there is the upcoming General Election… a cause of unease when the result looks
to be too close to call. But this does offer a
positive prospect too. A new Government – of
whatever hue – should be open to the argument
for greater regional devolution.
While greater political autonomy might
prove cumbersome, there is a strong argument
for more local control of the monies raised

/continued on page 2

Confidence follows
big occupier deals

Hopes flying high
for Filton Airfield
WHILE DEMAND FROM businesses to
locate in North Bristol has remained
strong, even during the recession, a lack
of space has often been a problem. That
should in part be resolved with the redevelopment of the 345 acre former Filton
Airfield – for which a planning application
was submitted in October of 2014.
The current proposal embraces a new
community with 2,675 new homes, a new
employment area with scope for over 7,500
jobs and a £100 million package of new
transport links, community facilities, public
green spaces, schools and a care home…
as well as a permanent home for Concorde
as part of a new Bristol Aerospace centre.

INVESTMENT

Bite sized Bristol
We ask influential business figures
for their take on the city

Industrial: where is the new space?
WITH INDUSTRIAL AND DISTRIBUTION
take up returning to pre-recession levels,
and stock levels down, supply side is
now the principal concern for industrial
agents as well as those occupiers looking
to upgrade their existing space or locate to
the city.
With very little new stock available, and
only a scattering of small-scale developments underway, agents and occupiers are
looking to churn in order to meet demand
or undertake design and build.
Occupiers who delay looking for space
until their need has become urgent are
finding an increasing pressure on rents
and on incentives as well as a lack of suitable options – with many having to stay in
place and renegotiate their lease terms.
This latter trend has made it difficult at
times to assess the true scale of demand
in the marketplace.
Many of the larger enquiries reported
would require bespoke design and build if
they come to fruition. The one large shed
ready for occupation remains the 338,230
sq ft CrossFlow logistics building at Cabot

Park, with consideration now being given
to splitting the building in order to meet
current demands.
Home retailer The Range, uncertain
over the timing of the delivery of their new
650,000 sq ft facility at Chippenham, have
taken a short term lease on Morrison’s
338,230 sq ft former distribution centre at
Cribbs Causeway. Farm Foods, unable to
find a ready to occupy unit to buy in the immediate vicinity have built a 178,000 sq ft
bespoke temperature controlled distribution centre at Central Park in Avonmouth.
Severnside remains the dominant location for large-scale distribution, and this
should be further enhanced with the proposed new junction on the M49: one of the
road schemes announced in the Autumn
Statement. However it still fails to appeal
to many employers – especially those in
supply chains looking to meet the growing
needs of the larger engineering and technology companies in North Bristol.
The balance should be redressed over
the next few years with the freeing up of
employment land at the former Filton

Airfield (110 acres) and Rolls Royce site
(60 acres). A purchaser for the Rolls Royce
land is expected to be announced shortly,
and it is likely that any employment opportunities will be available here ahead of
Filton Airfield, where new homes and other
uses may well be the first priority.

LOOKING SOUTH…

The question of whether the business
and industrial estates of South Bristol –
such as Brislington, Cater Road, Ashton
Vale, Novers Hill and Hengrove - can ever
share in North Bristol’s success story has
long been in the balance, awaiting a positive outcome for the South Bristol Link.
Work on the Link is now scheduled to
begin in 2015; but after so many delays,
and changes to the specification, whether
it will ultimately meet the needs of the
business sector is still a concern.
The 40,000 sq ft Filwood Green Business Park will also be opening its doors
in February 2015 – a litmus test of the
appetite for business and workspace in this
part of the city.

Bristol market back on track - continued from page 1
by business, in order to reinvest in the
infrastructure, skills training and further
education needed to equip our city for
the decades to come, and create jobs and
wealth for all. Ideally, too, we would be
looking to blur the boundaries between
our unitary authority areas and act far
more strategically and cohesively as a city
region.
There is certainly an appetite for that
within Bristol City Council and within
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the business community. As the city that
already contributes more to the GDP than
anywhere outside London, we should be
confident in lobbying for the powers to
recycle the money being earned here.
And finally, I’d like to pick up on the
challenge that the city’s Director of Place
made in the article on page 6. Asked for
his message to the city’s agents, he said:
“Quality”. In short, what this city needs is
quality buildings in a quality living envi-

ronment. I couldn’t agree more. As the
inexorable trend continues for more and
more of us to choose to live and work in
cities, expect those cities to compete with
each other for the best employers and the
most talented people.
The Bristol success story to date has
been achieved by striving for quality, and
that has to be the way forward too.

Rorie Henderson, Development
Director, Salmon Harvester
PwC taking around a third of 2 Glass
Wharf certainly justified our confidence in building speculatively in
Bristol – that was certainly ahead of
our target schedule and so too was
the rent achieved. We are also seeing
an encouraging level of enquiries from
other sources too. We have planning
consent for 3 Glass Wharf too now,
and will now be looking at the market
to decide whether the time is right to
move that forwards.
Bristol is a very strong centre for
us – and for NFU Mutual. In particular we look at the very well educated workforce and the presence
of so many larger corporates here.
At a time when the recovery in the
economy is still fragile, those underlying strengths are extremely important
to us.

Three words to describe Bristol:
Solid, vibrant, exciting

2014 PROVED FAR MORE positive than in
previous years, with strong deals secured
in all key markets and yields moving in
markedly over the 12 months.
With more institutional money chasing the better yields available outside of
London, Bristol saw some very large deals
over the course of 2014 – and in all sectors,
although retail still remains a relatively
tough market.
The movement of yields was well illustrated by two deals at either end of the
year on two buildings of different quality.
In March, The Paragon was sold to Lothbury Investment Management (LIM) by
Invesco Real Estate UK III Fund at a price
of £29.45m, reflecting a net initial yield of
5.93%. The Grade A multi-let office is in a
prime location on Victoria Street. As the
year ended, Aviva purchased Kings Orchard:
a stripped back 2007 building being let at
£21 psf for £29.75m - again at 5.93%.
With the right investment coming to
market now, agents are predicting a move
in to 5.5% - still adrift of the sub 5% yields
achieved before the recession, but still an
indicator of continuing investor confidence
in the Bristol market – buoyed by rents
moving upwards during the year combined
with a shortage of oven ready quality space.
Secondary office investments also
moved in sharply – typically from 10% to
8% - while quality industrial and warehouse
space attracted competitive bidding – again
reinforced by a lack of new space in the
pipeline and a number of occupiers keen to
upgrade their current property holdings, or
facing the prospect of having to renegotiate
terms in order to renew their lease.
Increasingly investors are prepared to
look at buildings with short-term leases in

place, confident that the tenants can readily
be replaced or better terms achieved.
Orchard Street bought Rockingham
Gate at the entrance to Cabot Park for
£10.7m in October (reflecting a net initial
yield of 5.95%) on behalf of St. James Place
Property Unit Trust from the BP Pension
Fund. While the 104,254 sq ft, high quality
development is fully let to four current occupiers, the weighted average lease length
remaining is just 2.5 years and has an
overall rent of £6.45 per sq ft.
While trading in retail investments was
relatively thin over the year, two smaller
deals in a prime stretch of Broadmead did
indicate the confidence in that particular
location with a property occupied by Sainsbury’s reflecting 5.75% and one occupied by
Pret & Manger going at 6.25%. There are
investor concerns over rents and the future
fate of some secondary and tertiary locations, but the potential for change of use
may shift that perspective in the coming 12
months if there is an extension to Permitted
Development Rights.
Three other deals of interest were:
*
UK & European Investments
selling the 122,000 sq ft Templeback office
development (pictured) to Benson Elliott at
an undisclosed sum.
*
LaSalle IM purchasing King
Square Studios – a student accommodation
asset - for £33.5m from The Homes Partnership Bristol Limited: a net initial yield of
6.12%.
*
Change Real Estate acquiring the
freehold of Redcliffe Parade for circa £4
million: while this was a relatively small
deal in itself, the 32,400 sq ft property, most
recently used as office accommodation, has
existing planning consent for conversion to
14 residential units.

Charity success
Throughout the year the BPAA
raises money at its events for the
President’s nominated charities.
This year those charities are Penny
Brohn Cancer Care and Transplant
Sport.
The 2014 total raised was over
£20,000 - easily a record for the
BPAA and the result of hard work
and generosity of many people this
year. Our thanks to all!
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Buoyant year for residential
improvement on 2013, but well below the
five year average of 2,500 and nowhere
near enough to meet demand – in itself a
spur to prices rising.

PDR CONCERNS

2014 PROVED A VERY busy year for
Bristol’s residential agents, with
activity levels well above 2103. However, concerns remain around the
supply of new starts.

The consensus amongst residential
sales and letting agents is that 2014 more
than met any hopes with which the year
began.
Activity levels were up in all parts of
the city, albeit still below the mark reached
before the recession. And while traditional
hot spots such as Clifton, Bishopston and
Southville saw price rises of up to 15%, peripheral areas such as Bradley Stoke and
Shirehampton also came into the frame,
with rises of 10% being fairly typical.
“Suburban creep” – buyers looking further
afield in search of better value - was also
in evidence.
Whether this degree of price inflation
is sustainable long term is a moot point,
especially if interest rates rise. However,
with the market expecting rates at worst to
only nudge slightly higher in 2015, demand

Bite Sized Bristol
Alex Jordan
Leasing Director, Skanska UK
We’re extremely happy with the way that
our speculative development at 66 Queen
Square has found its first tenant – and
to have put our faith in Bristol. You look
at the city and see a great, highly skilled
workforce, but you also see how well it
is connected… not just to London but to
other main centres along the M4 such
as Reading and Swindon, and down to
Exeter too. We are currently also looking
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in what is a buoyant local economy is likely
to continue pushing values well above
inflation in the foreseeable future.
Help to Buy has proved a stimulus at
the lower end of the market, while there
was also an unexpected bonus from the
Chancellor with the revisions in stamp duty
- already proving a fillip at the lower and
middle ends of the price range as well as
helping to soften the cliff edge price bands.

BUY TO LET RESURGENCE
The resurgence of buy to let back to
pre-2007 levels helped accelerate prices
in some parts of the city, as those with
available capital sought better returns
than from traditional sources: net returns
are still circa 4.5% - 5% in addition to capital growth. This trend is likely to continue
in 2015, encouraged by the new flexibility
around pensions.
However, the main concerns being
expressed by agents are around supply of
new stock: 1,398 new units coming onto
the market in the year was certainly an

at other opportunities in Bristol – both in
the city centre and out of town for future
development and investment.
European Green Capital 2015 is really relevant to us too as it reflects our
values too... of resilient communities,
innovation and sustainability. 66 Queen
Square is a great example of that –
“recycling” an historic building into one
fit for current use, which also includes
environmental measures that will meet
future requirements.

Three words to describe Bristol:
Attractive, dynamic, evolving

There is the prospect of Permitted
Rights Development increasing supply
in the city centre area, with around 1,000
units pencilled in as conversions from
second hand office blocks. But only 50 have
so far been brought to market, some are
destined to be student accommodation and
many of the rest may not arrive until 2016.
To add to the concerns around new
stock is the length of time being taken to
get new schemes through planning, and
a perceived lack of urgency by the City to
promote new development.
Those City Centre schemes that have
come onto the market this year are all
selling well – including Wapping Wharf,
which was 91% sold as the year ended and at “The General” (the former Bristol General Hospital). 2015 will see the
new developments at Electricity House
(pictured), Bridge Quay and Huller House
being marketed.
The city centre is always a market
apart, and here 40% of buyers are reported
as relocating to the city and 38% are buying
to let – with just 22% upgrading or first
time buyers.
Two factors in 2015 that may impact on
the market are the General Election, which
is expected to dampen sales for a couple
of months until some certainty is re-established, and the arrival of the new property
portal: OnTheMarket.com. While breaking
the long standing dominance of Zoopla
and RightMove will add competition to the
market, it will mean prospective purchasers spending more time to identify all their
options.

High water mark for offices
A YEAR OF TWO HALVES saw a quiet start followed by a
storming year-end for Bristol’s office market, with take
up returning to levels not seen since before the recession,
together with record rents being achieved.

While the market began 2014 on the side of tenants, it ended
firmly with the landlords: the last quarter take up of slightly over
400,000 sq ft was close to the total achieved in 2013.
Total take up in Greater Bristol in 2014 reached 1,266,534 sq ft,
with a further 304,863 sq ft of accommodation (all city centre) currently taken out of the equation for conversion to alternative uses.
The city centre enjoyed the lion’s share of this at 836,858 sq ft,
with out of town accounting for a further 429,676 sq ft. As well as
representing a high water mark since the start of the recession, this
also served to significantly reduce available stock to levels not seen
since 2007.
Grade A represented 172,000 sq ft of that – well north of the
60,000 sq ft average over the last three years - and largely accounted for by the two headline deals of the year: KPMG taking 52,000 sq
ft at Skanska’s 66 Queen Square and PwC committing to 37,157 sq
ft Salmon Harvester / NFU’s 2 Glass Wharf in Temple Quarter.

ENERGY ON THE MOVE

The biggest deal of the year in square foot terms was Ovo Energy’s move to 69,716 sq ft in Rivergate, Temple Quay - taking a sub
lease from BT on a property that has lain empty for several years.
The significance of that deal lay in the occupier as well as the
size, and was seen as more evidence of Bristol becoming a hub for
energy related businesses – both as a result of the Hinkley Point
decision but also the city’s emerging sustainable energy sector.
The flurry of top end deals and subsequent reduction in options
also helped to push Grade A rents higher, with PwC first reaching
the £28psf mark, only to be surpassed by KPMG for their 15-year
lease: a record for Bristol. The consensus is that two tenants competing for the right space could drive a £30 deal in 2015, consolidating Bristol’s position as second only to Manchester in regional office
terms.
Lower grade stock has also been in demand, serving to harden
rents and drive down incentives during the course of the year – anecdotally halving the rent-free periods on some deals.
One trend which has helped shape the second hand market has
been Permitted Development Rights: around 800,000 sq ft of offices have been earmarked for conversion to residential or student
accommodation, although very little has so far been converted –

leaving landlords an additional option to revert should office rents
increase further in 2015.
The PwC and KPMG deals have more than vindicated the faith
placed in developing speculatively in the city by Skanska and Salmon Harvester/NFU Mutual, and the relative dearth of Grade A space
under construction is strengthening confidence that one or even
both of NFU Mutual / Salmon Harvester’s 3 Glass Wharf (110,000
sq ft) and CEG’s 204,245 sq ft Aspire development on Victoria Street
(pictured above) might move forwards in 2015 – with or possibly
even without a pre-let.

LOOKING AHEAD…

As well as the Glass Wharf and Rivergate deals, the Temple
Quay area has also seen a series of other important developments
during the year – leading to hopes that the Quarter can begin to
fulfil its original vision as a mixed-use development. Not least is the
commitment to build the long-awaited Arena for 2017, together with
hopes for a 250-bed and 1,000 capacity conference venue on Plot 3
and further residential development at Square Bay.
The Engine Shed and Temple Studios have proven the appetite
for less conventional business space from tech, media, creative
and “FinTech” businesses, and the electrification of the London to
Bristol line promises to make this part of Bristol an even more attractive hub for our growth sectors - as well as the people who work
in them.
There are hopes for Redcliffe Village to progress during 2015,
while the Paintworks goes from strength to strength as a creative
sector business location, with Phase 2 now under construction.

Lily made Student of the year
For a number of years now the BPAA has sought to support
and encourage students studying on real estate courses at
the University of the West of England.
We sponsor a prize for a final year student who has
achieved both academic excellence during their studies as
well as demonstrating commitment to their course and a
passion for the property industry.
We are delighted to announce that this year’s award is to
be made to Lily Parkinson who has just completed her BSc
(Hons) Property and Investment Management degree.
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trying to achieve here, and this is where
we do need to act together as four unitary
authorities.”
As Barra points out: “We’re talking to
the other unitary authorities all the time.
We all need to be doing what’s right for the
region – not working in isolation – for businesses and local people.”
The vital question is whether local political differences can be put aside in the cause
of thinking and acting as a city region.

INWARD INVESTOR

“Decade of delivery” promised
VITAL INFRASTRUCTURE components
finally appear to be falling into place
within Bristol. But is enough housing
being built? What will be the legacy of
Green Capital 2015? And does Temple
Quarter have the right mix of uses?
We pose these and other questions to
three key people shaping our future:
Mayor George Ferguson, Strategic
Director for Place Barra Mac Ruairí
and Bristol’s director of planning, Zoe
Willcox.

Bristol has changed a lot since Barra
MacRuairi’s first visit. It was 1998; and,
while he was “struck by its charm and vibrancy… it felt local but big”, he also sensed
it was disjointed.
The work on connecting the key nodes
– shopping, transport, business - has
advanced significantly in the intervening
years, he recognises, and his role is to build
on that by “building a narrative” for Bristol.
He’s now 10 months into a job he has promised to stay in for 10 years in order to ensure
what he describes as a “decade of delivery”.
The first year has certainly seen plenty
of movement on key developments for the
city: the Arena, MetroBus and South Bristol
Link are all on the cusp - the culmination
of years of tireless striving by a raft of businesses and bodies - while Bristol Temple
Quarter Enterprise Zone has made major
strides forward too.
The reshaping of Temple Circus, Barra
promises, will create an even better sense
of place for the area, while Green Capital
will “put us on the global map, projecting
us as a city of culture and festivals as well
as one of world class companies… making
sustainability not just peripheral to what we
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are and do, but a core part of the city”. And
he is already looking forward to the longterm legacy that it will establish: not least
the strategic partnerships being forged
within the city, the UK and overseas.
A fair degree of credit or delivering on
those projects has to be afforded to George
Ferguson, a man who has regularly divided
opinions over the last couple of years because of his self-confessed style of “getting
on and doing it”.
He remains unfazed by the opposition
he meets – not least around transport, with
an approach which his critics portray as
simply as putting in barriers to car transport. But plans that have continually been
dusted off and out away again over the years
are now progressing: 2015 should see work
commencing on the long-awaited Metrobus,
and services should begin in 2016, linking
the centre with the northern fringe, as well
as the long-suffering South.

ELIMINATING CONGESTION

Is that enough on its own to eliminate
congestion? Certainly not, but it’s a start,
he insists. He is also keen to make what he
calls a “step change” to the way that North
Bristol and Portishead are connected to the
city through the £60million MetroWest rail
project - revitalising the areas around the
stations along the way.
One of these stations is Ashton Gate,
which closed in 1964 along with the Bristol
to Portishead rail line. While an initial study
has ruled that it is not currently feasible to
build a new Ashton Gate station as part of
Phase 1, it will stay in the MetroWest new
stations package. “That would provide a
huge boost to this part of south Bristol,” he
maintains.
South Bristol certainly plays a signif-

icant part in the city’s forward thinking
- including the continuing development of
Hengrove Park with hundreds of new houses, the regeneration of the Bottle Yard and
the new Filwood Green business park. “The
loss of major employment has not helped,”
says Barra, “leaving areas of deprivation.
But in part it has about its geography: the
South Bristol Link will help connect it to the
rest of the city.”
However, the central area too remains a
source of “excitement” for George Ferguson. “The Enterprise Zone has really kicked
off, and we’re playing our part by getting
consents through as quickly as possible.
The Arena is motoring ahead as well… a
preferred operators are in place and we’re
waiting to see what the design competition
will produce.”
But never far from the thoughts of the
city’s planners and strategic thinkers is the
need for Temple Quarter to function not just
as a business centre but as a genuinely integrated mixed-use development. “It should
be community driven and not just a place
to work,” argues Zoe Wilcox, “or it runs the
risk of becoming monocultural, soulless.
But there is more residential coming forward [in Avon Street] as well as some retail,
and the Arena will be nearby… this is a 25
year project so we are optimistic we can get
the mix right.”
Pivotal to the “decade of delivery” now
underway is unlocking funds from Whitehall. Is that proving as successful as George
Ferguson had hoped when he assumed the
role of Mayor? “We can never get enough
money from Government, but we have leveraged some very important support.
“Part of the business case we need
to make are the benefits - not just to the
city but to the sub-region – of what we are

And closer links beyond the Greater
Bristol boundaries are a priority for George
Ferguson – specifically with South Wales.
He sees huge benefits in promoting the
greater region to inward investors who
would not consider a crow-flies journey of
just 30 miles between Bristol and Cardiff as
any sort of barrier.
Co-operation with Wales could also
unleash projects such as harnessing the
Severn, he argues, with a series of tidal
lagoons presenting a far more sustainable
– and significantly safer – solution than
Hinkley.
Along with developing the major transport infrastructures required to link the city
more cohesively, the question of housing
– specifically providing enough of it – is
central to making the city function more
effectively. And another year of housing
starts below what the city unarguably needs
leaves Zoe Willcox disappointed – with their
biggest concern now affordable housing,
demand stretching out to years.
“Of the 1400 units built in Bristol last
year, 82% were apartments,” she points out,
“with many of those one and two bedrooms,
and that’s largely a reflection of where the
sites have been. We need far more choice in
terms of housing and tenures.
“Permitted Development Rights can
certainly help increase supply in the city
centre, and we have no concerns about
where they are, because they are not taking
good quality office stock out of the system.
But very few have actually materialised to
date.
“However PDR does take a large element of planning control out of the hands
of the planners – we can’t specify what is
built, and we are concerned about the size
of apartments and issues of sustainability.”
Local decision making should be determining what is built in the city, she says. It
should not just be left to market forces.
“We would certainly be concerned if the
proposals to extend the use of PDR to other
property types went through and posed a
risk to industrial and other locations. We
need businesses local to where people live
if we are to reduce travel to work times.”
And, finally, Bristol’s message to the
property sector? “Quality,” responds Barra.
“Quality is key. It has value.
“Let’s leave something for the future.”

Cribbs steals headlines
RETAIL
WHILE NATIONAL headlines in 2014
painted a largely negative picture of
the retail sector, the Bristol market
has weathered the storm – and is
now looking forward to a massive
expansion of Cribbs Causeway.

The seismic shifts occurring within
the retail sector were well documented
during 2014, but these have left little
obvious marks on the Bristol market. The
Mall continues to trade well, with active
management ensuring that the vibrant mix
of outlets continues to pull in customers.
Broadmead’s offer was further enhanced
during the year with the 20,000 sq ft retail/
leisure redevelopment at Union Gate
pulling in several new lets, including Pure
Gym, Costa and Poundland.
But the big news of 2014 was the announcement of a planned 375,000 sq ft
extension to Cribbs Causeway, effectively a
50% expansion, to include an anchor store
as well as an hotel and leisure offer and up
to 100 new homes.
The redevelopment of Filton Airfield,
bringing 7,000 new homes into the immediate hinterland, has played no small
part in giving the developers confidence to
expand, and so too has the trend towards
first tier retail/leisure offers increasing
their market share over traditional High
Street locations.
This “shopping experience” approach
has been reflected in the additional 80,000
sq ft of space planned for Yate Shopping

Centre, which will also include a leisure
offer.
The continuing shift towards Internet
shopping gathered pace, with those retailers combining an integrated offer seemingly destined to prosper – as Next and JLP
have proven over the last 12 months. And
so too the trend for many retailers to focus
their attention on prime locations in larger
conurbations, squeezing secondary and
tertiary locations still further.
Developments such as the Government’s proposals to relax the use of
Permitted Development Rights, if accepted,
could well see major changes to some
traditional secondary and tertiary shopping locations. As well as homes replacing
some shops, the increasing move away
from a single weekly shop, as well as the
growing popularity of the discount food
retailers, is likely to see more High Street
locations being snapped up for expresstype outlets.
As 2014 ended, several major supermarket players were announcing plans
to shut less profitable outlets, as well
as shelving further openings: the jury is
out on whether one of these will be the
planned Sainsbury’s development at UWE,
which is integral to the relocation plans of
Bristol Rovers.
There will also be question marks over
the land banks of some larger players, all
of whom are keen to bolster their books.
The lack of space for residential development as well as employment uses in
Bristol would mean ready takers for any
available land in the city.

Bite sized Bristol
James Durie, Executive Director of Bristol
Chamber & Initiative at Business West
I’ve been involved in Bristol all my life, and there
has never been a more exciting time to be working and living here. So many strands are coming
together – we are attracting and retaining an
exceptional workforce along with innovative
and entrepreneurial employers in key growth
sectors.
At the same time, huge strides are being made
to improve our living environment. Green Capital 2015 presents a massive opportunity to show the world what we can offer. Should we be satisfied with that?
Absolutely not. We still have issues to resolve around transport, and not all parts
of the city are benefitting from growth. The Bristol property sector can play a big
part in that - and make its voice heard, especially around the need for greater
regional control of our resources.

Three words to describe Bristol: creative, progressive, unorthodox
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Sports & Social round up: 2014
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Golf

The first BPAA social event of the year was
the annual BPAA Golf Day at Henbury, which
proved to be the most successful to date,
helped by fabulous weather. Some 63 players
of mixed ability battled it out using the Stableford scoring system to even out the handicaps.
2014’s winner of the individual prize was
Nick Allan with 41 points who, along with his
team, also won the Yellow Ball game. With him
on the podium were Mike Page in second place
and Andy Heath in third. Rob Brophy won a golf
lesson as a reward for taking 63rd place. But the
biggest winners of the day were our two charities, raising a record £1021.

Tennis

Early in October at David Lloyd Westbury, local
agents and friends of the BPAA took to the
courts to compete in the annual BPAA tennis
doubles tournament, this year sponsored by
Veale Wasbrough Vizards.
The final was a close match between our
very own John McEnroe (Daniel St Quintin of
Beach Baker) and Jimmy Connors (Doug Wood),
taking on fierce competition from GVA, having
suffered a loss in the first match. In the end the
Beach Baker/Woods Estate Agents combination won through, beating Matt Dingle and Roy
Sargeant of GVA 7-5.

Cycling

The Annual Cyclosportive is now a firm feature
of the BPAA’s sporting calendar and 2014’s was
- once again - a phenomenal success with over
300 entrants for an event only made possible
by the countless helpers.
While the day proved a rewarding (if gruelling!) experience for all the participants, one
rider elected to make it even more gruelling and
rewarding. CBRE Bristol’s Matthew Prior, not
satisfied with tackling the choice of three different distances (100, 60 and 30 miles), completed
all three courses. In just over 12 hours, beginning at 4am, he covered 190 miles, climbing
3,182 metres, at an average speed of 16 mph.
The end result for Matt was over £240 raised
– and no doubt a challenge laid down to other
budding Bradleys in our midst! The whole day
raised an exceptional £7300.

Boules

The annual BPAA Boules tournament was
held in the beautiful setting of Goldney Hall,
bringing together an unprecedented 42 teams
to compete for the coveted BPAA Boules
Champions Cup and Silver Plate.
CBRE 2, Zest Design & Marketing, Veale
Wasbrough Vizards and CBRE 1 progressed to
the semi-finals of the Championship Cup, with
Zest and VWV eliminating both CBRE teams. In
the final, VWV’s early lead was whittled down
by Zest who ultimately emerged victors by a
margin of five points.
2013’s Silver Plate holders, Foot Anstey
once again made it through to the semi-finals
along with Savills, AWW and Burston Cook with
Foot Anstey reigning supreme 7-3 over Burston
Cook in the final. As ever, the day was marked
by great sportsmanship, good food, the odd
drink, the settling of some old scores… and a
significant contribution to BPAA’s two charities
of the year.

Quiz

Ever growing demand for places in the annual Quiz meant a relocation this year to the
much larger venue of Bottelino’s In Clifton,
enabling this to be the biggest ever turn out
of some 30 teams – each of five people.
Encouraged by the half-time pizza, chips
and complementary glass of wine, the teams
battled it out in a very tight competition, with
Burges Salmon just keeping their noses ahead
at the end to retain bragging rights for the next
12 months.
Paul Baker and Andy Heath performed the
respective roles of Jeremy Paxman and John
Humphries for the evening, which exceeded all
former records by raising £1,500.

Not only…

…but also this year, we saw two other fund
raising events on the BPAA calendar, both
more noted for their social rather than any
sporting prowess. “The Quest” involved
visiting the hostelries of Clifton, undertaking various challenges along the way, while
“Whose Wine Is it Anyway” engaged attendees in the fine art of wine tasting- as well as
a chance to network and hear Ian Dibble of
Handelsbanken talk on the economy.
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